Brings colour to counters and check-outs.
The Wacom STU-520.

Captures signatures with the greatest precision – and shows your logo in colour.
The STU-520 sets new standards in e-signature:
With the first LCD colour display for Wacom signature tablets, it not only enables
high-precision capturing of signatures with the proven pen technology in a
workplace, it also offers your company a platform for striking brand presence at
the same time: It displays your logo in colour. Your Wacom e-signature solution
can thus be individually identified.
Natural writing feel with 512 pressure levels.
The STU-520 offers your customers the height of user convenience: It captures
the signature with 512 pressure levels, displays it instantly in high resolution with
“digital ink”, and at the same time ensures a natural writing feel.
Robust processing for maximum daily loads.
The STU-520 is the long-life signature tablet for heavy use:
It shows its qualities especially in stationary use at counters and check-out
systems – and in spite of its very compact design it offers excellent resolution of
800 x 480 pixels in the 16:10 format.

Ideal for stationary use:
Efficient and robust. STU-500.

The Wacom model of success.
In deciding on the monochrome LCD signature tablet STU-500, you are choosing
a true allround genius: Since it registers even the slightest changes in pressure, it
allows unique biometric signature profiles to be created. With 512 actual pressure
levels, paper-like surface and real-time visualisation on the brilliant TFT LCD
display, it supplies a natural writing feel – comparable with a signature on paper.
Copes with everything, and makes signing easy.
The 5-inch screen of the STU-500 is wide enough even for long signatures.
With its sensor within the display under tempered glass, it does only register
movements of the pen, not of the hand or fingers. The VGA resolution of 640 x
480 pixels likewise allows the display of additional content such as transaction
amounts or contractual details.
The classic for counters and check-outs.
The STU-500 was developed for day-to-day use at public counters or check-out
systems. This means that it was specifically designed for capturing millions of
signatures. Its reflective TFT technology means there is no need for backlighting –
which makes for considerably lower energy consumption and a longer lifetime.

